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Course objectives: Throughout this course we would like to make students understand basic 

concepts of matrix theory. Furthermore, students will be introduced to selected topics and 

algorithms from matrix theory, which have a very extensive application. 

 

Course prerequisites. Undergraduate degree in mathematics. (Vector Spaces and Unitary 

Spaces, Numerical Linear Algebra, Numerical Mathematics, Ordinary Differential 

Equations.) 

 

Syllabus. 
1. Canonical form. Schur, spectral and polar decomposition. Hessenberg form. Matrix pairs. 

2. Singular value decomposition (SVD) and its applications. 

3. Matrix functions. Matrix polynomials, exponential functions. 

4. Positive semidefinite matrices. Semidefinite couples, Kronecker and Hadamard product. 

Minimax theorem and the interlacing theorem. 

5. Stability and inertia (Lyapunov theorem, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, M-matrix, Q-matrix). 

 

Expected learning outcomes. 
After completing the course, students are expected to: 

 understand basic concepts related to the canonical form; 

 apply singular value decomposition; 

 understand basic concepts related to matrix polynomials and matrix exponential function; 

 understand basic concepts related to semidefinite couples and Kronecker and Hadamard 

product; 

 understand basic concepts related to the stability and inertia; 

 use the acquired knowledge, understanding and skills for the application of Lyapunov 

theorem, Routh-Hurwitz criterion, matrix properties of M and P-matrix problems in control of 

linear dynamic systems; 

 use mathematics literature of different sources. 

 

Can the course be taught in English: Yes. 

 
Teaching methods and student assessment: Lectures and exercises are obligatory. The exam 

consists of a written and an oral part, and it will be taken after completion of lectures and exercises. 

Acceptable mid-term exam scores replace the written examination. Students can influence their final 

grade by doing homework throughout the semester. 

 

Basic literature: 
1. N. J. Higham, Functions of Matrices: Theory and Computation, SIAM, 2008. 

 

Recommended literature: 
1. N. Truhar, Numerička linearna algebra, Odjel za matematiku, Sveučilište u Osijeku, Osijek, 2010. 

2. B. N. Datta, Numerical Methods for Linear Control Systems Design and Analysis, Elsevier Academic Press, 

2003.  

3. Z. Drmač, V. Hari, M. Marušić, M. Rogina, I. Slapničar, S. Singer, S. Singer, Numerička analiza, 

Predavanja i vježbe Zagreb, 2003, http://web.math.hr/~rogina/2001096/num_anal.pdf 

4. G. H. Golub, C. F. Van Loan, Matrix Computations, 3rd ed. The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 

1996. 
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